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Merry-go stereo type typical
The expectation was visible make money residual
Paying dues physically, I resurrect the earth from birth
And switch the dead spread like it was sandwich bread

Seventy five percent of MC's in the millennium
Get offended when Jack steps up and put the venom up
in 'em
The venom is affirmable by penicillin to pen them
A BT track line with critical linen

We roll with the disk full matter to upload
Then you hear the rhymes are kickin' mad about to
erupt
Blow up the whole store store foundation
Plus the planet-remote controlled and Play station on
Janet

'Cuz once the circle starts to form
B boys and b girls start to swarm
'Specially from beginning of the night to morn
'Cuz they like the song the hype is on, come on

What we came to do is uplift you
Shift the whole party and straight lift you
Jump to the sound of the bump of the beat
This is for the street, come on

What we came to do is uplift you
Shift the whole party and straight lift you
Jump to the sound of the bump of the beat
This is for the street, come on

What we came to do is uplift you
Shift the whole party and straight lift you
Jump to the sound of the bump of the beat
This is for the street, come on
(Full effect, full effect, full effect)

You try to present the scientifical
Couldn't even defend to go unidentical
Wit' yo merry-go stereo type typical
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The expectation was visible

Make money residual without payin' dues physically
We'll resurrect the earth from birth
And switch the dead spread of power 'cross the globe
Like it was sandwich bread

Seventy five percent of MC's in the millennium
Get offended when Jack steps up and put the venom up
in 'em
The venom is affirmable by penicillin up in them
I'll try to make ill effects

So all you won't end up in a choke hold
Like a disk full matter to upload
Then you hear the rhymes'll kick a matter
While the whole store store foundation

Plus the plan of the meeting before
Creative control the Play Station on Janet Jackson full
effect
Use the full, army effect
That means you'll never come full effect

Once the circle starts to form
B boys and B girls, start to swarm
From the beginning of night to morn
'Cuz they like the song the hype is on

B boys, B girls on the floor
(Full effect)
B boys, B girls on the floor
(Full effect)

G back flip upon our own abstract captivity
When I rock creativity
I rock positive vibes from the west of Maui

You're selected to make love to the music and
resurrect
The user force'll protect you, 'cuz it's always been
effective
When I'm a mental

What we came to do is uplift you
Shift the whole party and straight lift you
Jump to the sound of the bump of the beat
This is for the street, come on

What we came to do is uplift you
Shift the whole party and straight lift you



Jump to the sound of the bump of the beat
This is for the street, come on
(Full effect, full effect)

When I rock creativity, I rock
When I rock creativity, I rock

You need a positive vibe, you need it
When I rock creativity, I rock
You need a positive vibe, you need it
When I rock creativity, I rock

You need a positive vibe, you need it
When I rock creativity, I rock
You need a positive vibe, you need it
When I rock creativity, I rock

You need a positive vibe, you need it
When I rock creativity, I rock
You need a positive vibe, you need it

You need a positive vi, when I rock creativity
You need a positive vi, when I rock creativity
You need a positive vi, when I rock creativity
You need a positive vi, when I'm full effect

What we came to do is uplift you
Shift the whole party and straight lift you
Jump to the sound of the bump of the beat
This is for the street, come on
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